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We present novel means to hyperpolarize deuterium nuclei in 13CD2 groups at cryogenic tem-
peratures. The method is based on cross-polarization from 1H to 13C and does not require any
radio-frequency fields applied to the deuterium nuclei. After rapid dissolution, a new class of long-
lived spin states can be detected indirectly by 13C NMR in solution. These long-lived states result
from a sextet-triplet imbalance (STI) that involves the two equivalent deuterons with spin I = 1.
An STI has similar properties as a triplet-singlet imbalance that can occur in systems with two
equivalent I = 1/2 spins. Although the lifetimes TSTI are shorter than T1(Cz), they can exceed the
life-time T1(Dz) of deuterium Zeeman magnetization by a factor of more than 20. Published by AIP

Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4967402]

INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed the rapid development
of both theoretical and experimental aspects of dissolution
dynamic nuclear polarization (D-DNP).1 This method allows
one to achieve dramatic signal enhancements in liquid-state
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments.2 D-DNP
offers a wealth of novel possibilities for clinical applications
like magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),3 drug screening,4–7

and NMR of biomolecules.8–10 To extend the lifetimes of
hyperpolarization, D-DNP has been combined with long-lived
states.11–13 Apart from a few exotic nuclei,14–16 D-DNP has so
far mostly focused on 1H and 13C. Here we propose to extend
this methodology by adding deuterium to the list of accessible
nuclei, opening new avenues for D-DNP, such as the study of
the dynamics of deuterated molecules and improved sensitivity
of deuterium NMR.

The concept of D-DNP1 is based on the hyperpolariza-
tion of nuclear spin states at low temperatures (typically, the
spin temperatures are near 10 mK for sample temperatures
between 1.2 and 4.2 K) in high static magnetic fields (6.7 T
in our laboratory). Molecules of interest are usually dissolved
in a glass-forming solution and doped with polarizing agents

a)Electronic address: kurzbach@ens.fr

containing unpaired electrons. The electron spin transitions of
the polarizing agents are saturated with microwaves (µwave)
which boost the polarization of nearby nuclear spins. Our
preferred approach uses nitroxide radicals like TEMPOL
(4-hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl) that have
broad electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) lines. DNP
leads to an efficient enhancement of the nuclear polarization
of protons via a combination of the so-called solid effect and
thermal mixing. The enhanced 1H polarization can then be
transferred to 13C or other nuclei S with gyromagnetic ratios
γS via cross polarization (CP).2,17 Finally, the frozen hyperpo-
larized sample is rapidly dissolved with superheated solvents
such as D2O and transferred to a conventional NMR or MRI
apparatus for detection in solution. Signal enhancements by
factors up to 50 000 can be achieved for 13C.2,18

At first sight, deuterium does not seem an attractive
nucleus for D-DNP, since its polarization P(D) = P(2H) is
proportional to the longitudinal magnetization which we shall
refer to as Dz. It usually decays rapidly with a characteristic
longitudinal relaxation time T1(Dz) that is on the order of 1 s
under our experimental conditions, i.e., for small molecules
with correlation times in the low picosecond range at room
temperature in high magnetic fields.19 Since the transfer of
the hyperpolarized substances after dissolution to an NMR or
MRI system typically requires 4-10 s (unless it is accelerated
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by high pressure20), most Dz magnetization will be lost by the
time the sample arrives in the NMR or MRI apparatus because
of rapid quadrupolar relaxation.

To circumvent this problem, we here propose a means
to hyperpolarize long-lived states involving pairs of deu-
terium nuclei that have scalar couplings to a 13C nucleus. This
approach is based on CP to polarize the nuclei of interest and
subsequent exploitation of long-lived spin states.

THEORY

The sample that we investigated consists of perdeuterated
ethanol-d6, with 13C in 1.1% natural abundance (the observed
13C spin system is therefore highly dilute), H2O to provide a
reservoir of protons to allow “remote” CP from the protons of
the solvent to the 13C nuclei in the deuterated molecules, glyc-
erol as glass-forming agent, and TEMPOL as polarizing agent.
Here, we focus on the spin dynamics of the 13CD2 group of
ethanol-d6. The 13CD3 group will be discussed elsewhere.21,22

Cross polarization of systems
with heteronuclear couplings

The CP sequence in Fig. 1(a) uses adiabatic sweeps to
convert part of the 1H magnetization of water to the 13C
nuclei of ethanol-d6 through long-range intermolecular dipolar
couplings by fulfilling the Hartmann-Hahn condition.17 The
objective of CP is to convert the transverse magnetization Ix

into Sx in the rotating frame via a spin lock of duration τSL with
rf amplitudes γB1

I and γB1
S . In the present case, where I = 1H

and S = 13C, we use the notation Ix = Hx and Sx = Cx. If the CP
spin locking field is sandwiched between two π/2 pulses, one
can transform Hz into Cz in the laboratory frame.2 In practice,
the conversion from Hx to Cx is not ideal because the rf field
amplitudes are not strong enough to cover the full breadth of
the spectra at 1.2 K. In CD2 groups, scalar and dipole-dipole
couplings between D and 13C, denoted JCD and DCD, affect
the outcome of cross-polarization from 1H to 13C. The for-
mer are isotropic and on the order of 20 Hz, while the latter
depend on the orientation of the C–D bond with respect to the
static field and are on the order of −3.6 < DCD < +1.8 kHz.
In the spirit of the pioneering work on dipolar oscillations by
Müller et al.,23 we shall describe the spin subsystem com-
prising three reasonably isolated spins—13C, D, and D′—in
terms of a density operator that evolves coherently under the
Hamiltonian, using products of angular momentum operators
that are widely used to describe NMR in liquids, rather than
spin thermodynamics. During CP, the couplings DCD may lead
to the appearance of antiphase and doubly antiphase coher-
ences of the form 3−1/2CxDz, 3−1/2CxD′z, and 2−1/2CxDzD′z
which after the final −π/2 “flip-back” pulse lead to longitu-
dinal two- and three-spin order terms 3−1/2CzDz, 3−1/2CzD′z,
and 2−1/2CzDzD′z.24 Some of these terms project onto states
with long lifetimes, as will be shown below.The norm of an
operator A is defined as usual as the square root of its scalar

product with itself,
√

Tr{A†.A}. All product operators of the

three isolated spins 13C, D, and D′ can be represented by 18
× 18 dimensional matrices.

FIG. 1. (a) Cross polarization sequence designed to polarize 13C nuclei start-
ing from 1H nuclei. If the rf field γBC

1 /(2π) is not strong enough to decouple

the dipolar couplings DCD between the 13C nucleus and the deuterons, cross-
polarization leads to three terms 3−1/2CzDz, 3−1/2CzD′z, and 2−1/2CzDzD′z
after the spin-locking interval τSL. The gray shapes indicate 90◦ half-passage
adiabatic chirp pulses used to flip the 1H and 13C magnetizations from the
z to the x axes of the doubly rotating frame and back. The proton spin-lock
amplitude γB1(1H) is ramped (over 50% of the initial intensity) while the
carbon spin-lock amplitude γB1(13C) remains constant (indicated by the blue
shapes). The frequency-modulated µW irradiation (red rectangle) is inter-
rupted (“gated”) 1 s before the CP sequence to allow the electron polarization
to return to its Boltzmann equilibrium (the time axis is not true to scale; for
details see experimental section on D-DNP). (b) Build-up of the 3−1/2CzDz
(yellow) and 2−1/2CzDzD′z (blue) terms as a function of the duration τSL
of the spin-locking interval for an rf amplitude γB1(13C)/(2π) = 50 kHz,
obtained by numerical simulations using SpinDynamica with averaging over
200 orientations of ethanol-d6 molecules in the glassy state. The vertical scale
corresponds to the fraction (%) of conversion of the longitudinal operators
Cz into terms 3−1/2CzDz, 3−1/2CzD′z, and 2−1/2CzDzD′z during a single CP
contact. (c) Simulated build-up of the 3−1/2CzDz (yellow) and 2−1/2CzDzD′z
(blue) terms as a function of the number of CP contacts for τSL = 1ms and
γB1(13C)/(2π) = 50 kHz. The vertical scale is relative to 100% 13C polar-
ization present before the first CP contact. (d) Time evolution of 3−1/2CzDz
(yellow) and 2−1/2CzDzD′z (blue) terms for τSL = 5 ms and γB1(13C)/(2π)
= 10 kHz for a constant 13C polarization (in the absence of cw-µwave
irradiation) due to repetitions of the carbon pulses shown in (a).

The extent of the transformation of hyperpolarized Hz

magnetization into the terms 3−1/2CzDz, 3−1/2CzD′z, and
2−1/2CzDzD′z varies with the duration τSL and the ampli-
tudes γB1(1H) and γB1(13C) of the spin-locking fields. In the
case at hand, DCD = −1.8 × [3cos2θ-1] kHz, JCD = 18.5 Hz,
γB1

C/(2π) = γB1
H/(2π) = 10-50 kHz, and B0 = 6.7 T. The

value of DCD used in the simulations is based on the geometry
of the spin system.

For the simulations of Fig. 1(b), it was assumed that
a certain amount of spin order terms, 21/2/3Cz, 3−1/2/2Dz,
and 3−1/2/2Dz

′, are present at the beginning of the cross-
polarization period.2 Subsequently, we computed the entire
13C spin locking sequence, and incorporated off-resonance
effects and all intramolecular dipolar and scalar interactions
of a CD2 system in an isotropic glass. The powder average
over 200 orientations was computed to account for the angu-
lar dependence of the dipolar interaction. According to our
simulations, approximately 15% of the initial carbon polariza-
tion is transformed after a single CP contact into each of the
3−1/2CzDz, 3−1/2CzD′z, and 2−1/2CzDzD′z terms. After a train
of several CP contacts, a significant fraction (about 50%-60%
as judged from our simulations, vide infra) of the total carbon
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polarization occurs in the form of such multi-spin terms (see
Fig. 1(c)). In comparison to direct hyperpolarization of deu-
terium (using only microwave irradiation without CP)1 the
3−1/2CzDz and 2−1/2CzDzD′z terms are enhanced by an order
of magnitude without applying any radio-frequency field to
the deuterium nuclei. In our experiments, we applied a train
of 15 CP contacts of duration τSL = 5 ms at intervals τ= 120 s
with an rf amplitude γBC

1 /(2π) = 50 kHz. Under these condi-
tions the spin order that can contribute to 13C signals is, apart
from 21/2/3Cz, mostly found in the operator terms 3−1/2CzDz,
3−1/2CzD′z, and 2−1/2CzDzD′z. According to our simulations,
about 30% of the initial carbon polarization can be transferred
into 3−1/2CzDz, 3−1/2CzD′z, and 2−1/2CzDzD′z by a single CP
contact (cf. Fig. 1(b)). A train of consecutive CPs can augment
this share to 50%-60% (Fig. 1(c)). However, it has to be taken
into account that these simulations are oversimplifying the spin
system. Furthermore, once a steady 13C polarization is reached,
the 3−1/2CzDz, 3−1/2CzD′z, and 2−1/2CzDzD′z terms will fur-
ther be transformed by further CP contacts (Fig. 1(d)) in an
unpredictable fashion as the strong dipolar coupling between
carbon and deuterium leads to rapid oscillations between in-
phase and anti-phase terms during the spin lock. A coherent
manipulation to populate the multi-spin terms is thus compli-
cated in the absence of a deuterium coil. Such a coil will be
constructed in our laboratory in the near future. Experimen-
tally, we found that 15 contacts yield a significant contribution
of multi-spin terms to the overall polarization. To the best of our
knowledge, such side-effects of CP have never been described
so far.

Observation of long-lived states after dissolution

After the train of CP contacts, the hyperpolarized sample
is dissolved with 5 ml D2O heated to 180 ◦C at 10.5 bars.
Subsequent transfer in 10 s to a conventional 400 MHz NMR
spectrometer through a 0.9 T magnetic tunnel25 is followed
by 13C detection of the hyperpolarized sample in solution at
ambient temperatures.

During and after dissolution, several processes take place.
The most important one for the interpretation of our observa-
tions is the projection of the term 2−1/2CzDzD′z onto states that
feature much longer lifetimes than the longitudinal deuterium
Zeeman magnetization terms 3−1/2/2Dz and 3−1/2/2D′z which
relax with T1(Dz) = 0.7 s in the CD2 group of perdeuterated
ethanol-d6 under our experimental conditions.

Additionally, the terms 3−1/2CzDz and 3−1/2CzD′z can also
be transformed into a longer-lived spin order through cross-
relaxation. However, such processes are rather inefficient com-
pared to the projection. A theoretical treatment of longitudinal
and transverse relaxation processes in CDn groups with n = 2
and 3 has been given by Kowalewski and co-workers.24,26,27

In conventional NMR without hyperpolarization, some effects
are hard to detect. Through hyperpolarization by D-DNP, these
become observable.

Certain relaxation pathways can be quite inefficient in
CD2 systems leading to longer lifetimes of certain states.

To label the spin states of the D2 subsystem of the 13CD2

group, the first and second numbers in the kets indicate the
magnetic quantum numbers, mz(D) and mz(D′) = −1, 0, or 1,

of the two deuterons D and D′:24 There are six symmetrical
states under permutation, which together constitute a sextet,

φ1 = |11〉 ,

φ2 = (|10〉 + |01〉) /
√

2,

φ3 = (|1 − 1〉 + |−11〉 + 2 |00〉) /
√

6, (1)

φ4 = (|1 − 1〉 + |−11〉 − |00〉) /
√

3,

φ5 = (|−10〉 + |0 − 1〉) /
√

2,

φ6 = |−1 − 1〉 .

There are three states that are antisymmetrical under permu-
tation, which together constitute a triplet,

φ7 = (|10〉 − |01〉) /
√

2,

φ8 = (|1 − 1〉 − |−11〉) /
√

2, (2)

φ9 = (|0 − 1〉 − |−10〉) /
√

2.

These states are duplicated in the presence of a 13C spin, which
can adopt either the state α if mz(13C) = + 1

2 or β if mz(13C)
= − 1

2 , to yield 18 further states (denoted φ1–9
α and φ1–9

β).
These 18 states constitute the energy levels shown in Fig. 2
with typical distributions of populations that can be achieved
by hyperpolarization.

Diagonalizing the Liouvillian and analyzing its eigenval-
ues28 reveals that long-lived spin order embracing a popula-
tion imbalance between symmetric and antisymmetric states
gives rise to long-lived states (in the case of anisotropic rota-
tional diffusion). As these states involve population differences
between the symmetric sextet and the antisymmetric triplet of
the D2 subsystem, we shall refer to such states as a sextet-triplet
imbalance (STI)—not to be confused with a triplet-singlet
imbalance or TSI, as introduced by Levitt and co-workers,11

that can occur in systems with two equivalent I = 1
2 spins.

All six symmetric states have an equal excess population with
respect to a demagnetized state, while all three antisymmetric
states have an equal deficiency of populations, as shown in
Fig. 2(c). This corresponds to an imbalance between the aver-
age populations of the symmetric and antisymmetric states
of the spin system. The STI can be expressed as a linear
combination of product operators,

QSTI
IP = λ12−1/2/4D−D′+ + λ22−1/2/4D+D′−

+ λ32−1/2/2DzD′z + λ42−1/2/4
(
D−D′+

)2

+ λ52−1/2/4
(
D+D′−

)2

+ λ62−1/2/4[D−DzD′+D′z + D−DzD′zD′+
+DzD−D′+D′z + DzD−D′zD′+]

+ λ72−1/2/4[D+DzD′−D′z + D+DzD′zD′−
+DzD+D′−D′z + DzD+D′zD′−]

+ λ82−1/2/6[−6DZ
2 − 6Dz

′2 + 9
(
DzDz

′)2
+ 4E],

(3)

where E is the identity operator, and λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = λ4 = λ5

= λ6 = λ7 = λ8 = 8−1/2, which is the total norm of QSTI
IP.

Another set of operators QSTI are in antiphase with respect
to the 13C nucleus,

QSTI
AP = QSTI

IPCZ. (4)
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FIG. 2. Energy-level diagrams of selected states of a 13CD2 spin system.
Black arrows represent zero-quantum coherences between almost degenerate
pairs of spin states. These states are actually split by 2JDD ≈ −0.28 Hz. The
size of the spheres indicates the populations, with yellow for positive and
purple for negative deviations from a demagnetized state.

Note that the terms such as 2−1/2CzDzD′z, which appear at
the end of cross-polarization, are included in QSTI

AP, so that
this eigenoperator is partly populated immediately after dis-
solution. Defining a projection operator |QSTI

AP><QSTI
AP |

we find that the projection of 2−1/2CzDzD′z onto QSTI
AP

gives a coefficient 2−1/2/2. (Note that this is also true for
all other operators that constitute QSTI

IP and QSTI
AP. Yet,

these are not as strongly populated as 3−1/2CzDz, 3−1/2CzD′z,
and 2−1/2CzDzD′z according to our simulations.) Thus, CP
of the 13C nucleus of a CD2 group instantaneously leads to
the occurrence of the QSTI

AP term. Taking into account that
approximately 15%-20% of the 2−1/2CzDzD′z term is popu-
lated during multiple contact CPs, one may estimate that about
10% of the magnetization after CP is present in the form of
QSTI

AP due to the projection of 2−1/2CzDzD′z. Other processes
like cross relaxation of 3−1/2CzDz and 3−1/2CzD′z will further
contribute.

If the unique axes of the two Q-tensors were parallel,
the symmetric states (φ1–φ6) would be isolated from the

antisymmetric states (φ7–φ9), since the matrix elements con-
necting these two sets of states would vanish. This case has
been treated by Poupko et al.29 A phenomenon similar to long-
lived states known for spin 1

2 systems arises, which makes
quadrupolar relaxation largely ineffective.

The relaxation properties of QSTI
IP and QSTI

AP are best
understood by examining the relaxation matrix. In Fig. 3(a)
this matrix is depicted for isotropic rotational diffusion. The
Q-tensors are assumed to be cylindrical (η = 0) with their
unique axes aligned along the C–D bond axes. Such a geometry
leads to a mixing of the symmetric (φ1–φ6) and antisymmet-
ric (φ7–φ9) states, as highlighted by the red dashed boxes in
Fig. 3(a).

If rotational diffusion is anisotropic, these interconnecting
matrix elements are attenuated, so that the symmetric and anti-
symmetric manifolds become largely isolated.29 Assuming a

FIG. 3. (a) Typical Liouville relaxation matrix due to quadrupolar couplings
in a CD2 system for the case of isotropic rotational diffusion. Negative and pos-
itive elements are represented in blue and various shades of brown. The matrix
elements connecting symmetric (blue area) and antisymmetric (green area)
manifolds are highlighted by the red dashed squares. For the sake of clarity,
the relaxation matrix only shows populations, but in our simulations the entire
Liouville space was taken into account, including all coherence orders. We did
not assume that the two deuterons are magnetically equivalent. To treat the gen-
eral case, we did not employ the simplifications proposed in Ref. 26. (b) Relax-
ation of the expectation value of the operator 3−1/2CzDz + 3−1/2CzD′z and
the subsequent build-up of a sextet-triplet imbalance (QSTI

AP) for anisotropic
rotational diffusion (5τ⊥ = τ‖ ).
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symmetric top, we find that cross relaxation between symmet-
ric and antisymmetric states is largely ineffective if τ‖ > τ⊥,
where the latter refers to motions around an axis perpendicular
to the plane spanned by the two C–D bonds, while the former
denotes the rotation around an axis that bisects the D–C–D′

angle.
The rotational diffusion of ethanol-d6 defined by τ⊥ is

fastest and therefore gives the weakest contribution to the
relaxation rates. The Q-tensor elements parallel to this axis
contribute predominantly to relaxation. These are symmet-
ric with respect to spin exchange and hence do not cause
any cross relaxation between symmetric and antisymmetric
spin manifolds.30 In other words, the projections of the two
Q-tensors onto the main diffusion axis (which is perpendicular
to the D–C–D′ plane) are equal, so that symmetric and anti-
symmetric spin states are dynamically isolated. Additionally,
an asymmetry of the Q-tensors (η , 0) will further diminish
the influence of matrix elements connecting symmetric and
antisymmetric spin states. As these matrix elements dimin-
ish, the population imbalance between the two manifolds will
gain in lifetime. This is what gives rise to the long lifetime
of an STI.

Bernatowicz and Szymański31,32 have discussed related
effects on the 15N line shape due to transverse relaxation
in azide [14N15N14N]− which is formally similar (two spin-
1 nuclei and one spin 1

2 nucleus) to our case of D13CD′.
In both cases, the energy levels φ3, φ4, and φ8 are cou-
pled via zero quantum coherences (|φ3><φ8 |, |φ4><φ8 |,
etc.), as indicated by the black arrows in Fig. 2. Bernatow-
icz and Szymański31,32 distinguish between magnetic (non-)
equivalence and nuclear permutation symmetry of the two
14N nuclei with a mutual coupling constant of 2J(14N, 14N′)
= 11.54 Hz. In our case, the two deuterons likewise show scalar
coupling, with a constant of 2J(D, D′) = 2JDD ≈ −0.28 Hz
(cf. Fig. 2). However, the zero quantum coherences between
symmetric (|φ3>) and (|φ4>) and antisymmetric states (|φ8>)
cannot cause a flow of populations, since such processes
remain symmetry forbidden under the assumption that the two
Q-tensors are aligned, either in the linear [14N15N14N]− ion
or because of motional averaging in D13CD′ in ethanol-d6.
If the (quadrupolar) relaxation were very slow, these coher-
ences could be neglected since they oscillate with frequen-
cies ±3(2JDD). However, the off-diagonal relaxation matrix
elements involving the above-mentioned zero-quantum coher-
ences might be of the order of the quadrupolar relaxation rate
constants, so that the influence of such effects may become sig-
nificant. This phenomenon is likely to be the limiting factor of
the lifetimes of the STI. This effect can be readily investigated
by simulations that take into account the complete set of spin
states of the 13CDD′ system. Simulations using several val-
ues of the quadrupolar constants and scalar coupling constants
2J(D, D′) did not reveal any significant effects on the relaxation
matrix.

Note that the three-spin density operator term
2−1/2CzDzD′z that is present after CP-DNP is readily projected
onto QSTI

IP and QSTI
AP, while the two-spin terms 3−1/2CzDz

+ 3−1/2CzD′z can be partly converted into long-lived spin
order by cross-relaxation (see Fig. 3(b) for simulations of the
build-up and decay).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In ordinary 13C spectra in solution at room temperature,
the high temperature approximation is fulfilled, so that the
13CD2 group of perdeuterated ethanol-d6 gives rise to a (non-
binomial) 1:2:3:2:1 pentet that results from the convolution of
a 1:1:1 triplet with another 1:1:1 triplet with the same splitting
2J(D, 13C) = 18.5 Hz. In Fig. 4 the experimentally detected 13C
pentet of hyperpolarized perdeuterated ethanol-d6 is shown at
different intervals after dissolution. Despite the slow transfer
to the NMR spectrometer that required 10 s, the 13C sig-
nal enhancement compared to thermal equilibrium signal was
estimated to be ε = 3900 immediately after injection.

The presence of hyperpolarized STI states involving deu-
terium spins is revealed by the relative amplitudes of the
multiplet components depicted in Fig. 4. The intensities are
denoted L1 to L5 from low to high frequency. In the hyper-
polarized sample, one observes an asymmetry of the signal
where the low-field transitions (L1 and L2) are enhanced com-
pared to the high temperature intensity ratios 1:2:3:2:1, while
the high field-transitions (L5 and L6) are attenuated. Addition-
ally, L3 is reduced with respect to the outer transitions, while
L2/L1 > 2 and L4/L5 > 2. This asymmetry is reminiscent of
similar observations for pairs of 13C spins I = S = 1/2 that have
been analyzed recently by Vuichoud et al.33 In a CD2 system,
the asymmetry can be traced back to 3−1/2(CzDz + CzDz

′)
and 2−1/2CzDzD′z terms as explained in the section titled
“Theory.” These lead to STIs, which determine the intensi-
ties of the five transitions in the 13C pentet after dissolution.
As they relax slower than both 3−1/2/2Dz and 3−1/2/2D′z terms,
the effect of the STI is observable long after dissolution.24,26,27

Simulations of the time evolution by the SpinDynamica
software yield the signals shown in yellow in Fig. 4. These sim-
ulations assume that the initial density operator (immediately
after dissolution) contains a mixture of 21/2/3Cz, 3−1/2CzDz,

FIG. 4. Blue: Experimental 13C multiplets of the 13CD2 group of hyperpolar-
ized ethanol-d6, detected at intervals of 16, 18, 20, and 28 s after dissolution.
Yellow: Simulations by SpinDynamica. The individual transitions are labeled
L1 to L5 from low to high field (i.e., from high to low frequencies, see bottom
right). In the high temperature approximation that prevails at room tempera-
ture, the CD2 group gives rise to a symmetrical 1:2:3:2:1 pentet with a splitting
1J(D, 13C) = 18.5 Hz.
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3−1/2CzD′z, and 2−1/2CzDzD′z terms. The simulations repro-
duce the experimental time evolution of the detected carbon
signal remarkably well. Note that the ethanol sample under
investigation is not enriched in 13C, hence 99% of the ethanol
molecules in the sample do not contribute to the observed STI.

After a sufficient interval, all terms containing deuterium
operators relax to their equilibrium values and only Cz magne-
tization remains (which is initially populated through CP) and
the high-temperature intensity ratio of 1:2:3:2:1 is recovered.
This can be observed in Fig. 4(d).

To assess the lifetime of the total deuterium polarization
after dissolution, we fitted the individual lines L1 to L5 of
the 13C-pentet to five Lorentzians, using the so-called quasi-
Newton Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm,34 as
implemented in Scilab.35 This method allows one to determine
the intensities of the individual lines despite extensive over-
lap, as observed in our experiments (Fig. 4). The decays of the
intensities of the five lines of the pentet are shown in Fig. 5(a).
The asymmetry due to the deuterium hyperpolarization can be
expressed by the differences (L1 − L5) and (L2 − L4) as well as
by the ratio between the central and the outer transitions (see
labels in Fig. 4). By defining an overall asymmetry A = (L1

+ L2 − L4 − L5)/L3, we can indirectly characterize
the deuterium polarization. This asymmetry decays mono-
exponentially as shown in Fig. 5(b). The characteristic relax-
ation time constant was fitted to be TSTI = 15.9 ± 5.4 s.
This decay time corresponds to an effective lifetime of
long-lived spin order. As single-spin Zeeman magnetiza-
tion Dz = 3−1/2/2Dz relaxes with a T1(Dz) = 0.7 s under the

FIG. 5. (a) Decay of the individual lines L1 to L5 of the 13C pentet of the CD2
moiety of ethanol-d6 after dissolution. Solid lines stem from simulations of
the relaxation process. (b) Time-dependence of the asymmetry of the pentet
defined as A = (L1 + L2 − L4 − L5)/L3 (cf. Fig. 4).

FIG. 6. 13C signal intensities of ethanol-d6 at 1.2 K for direct polarization
(orange) and CP (blue).

same conditions19 the extension of the lifetime is about
κ = TSTI/T1(Dz) = 21.4, while T1(Cz) = 23 s. By calcu-
lating the ratio R = (L1 + L5/L2 + L3 + L4), we can determine
the fraction of the STIs to be ϑ = 1 −R/3 as the antisymmetric
spin states contribute only to L2 to L4. We determined approx-
imately ϑ = 15% of the total carbon magnetization after the
transfer delay. This is in agreement with the value estimated
from our numerical simulations.

This phenomenon is based on the dynamic isolation of
symmetric and anti-symmetric spin manifolds, which is the
principle behind many long-lived states (LLS).30,36

In direct polarization experiments without CP, we did not
observe any asymmetry since direct polarization of deuterium
(including multi-spin terms), like direct polarization of 13C, is
rather inefficient compared to CP (see Fig. 6). Note that the
multispin order terms CzDz, CzD′z, and CzDzD′z that we discuss
are not due to DNP but are created during cross-polarization
(CP) at low temperature because the RF field strength applied
to the 13C channel is not sufficient to quench the dipolar cou-
plings between 13C and D. We intend to detect 2H signals
at 1.2 K to quantify the populations of various terms during
CP. Further, we want to emphasize that the absence of any
asymmetry in direct polarization experiments shows that cross-
relaxation of 21/2/3Cz magnetization into QSTI

IP and QSTI
AP is

quite inefficient. The observed asymmetry is not induced by
the relaxation of the carbon nucleus.

CONCLUSIONS

The cross relaxation and projection of the initial of
21/2/3Cz, 3−1/2CzDz, 3−1/2CzD′z, and 2−1/2CzDzD′z terms
onto QSTI

IP and QSTI
AP lead to a population of STI terms

on the order of a few percent of the initial Cz term directly
after dissolution. (This explains the modest 13C enhancement
factor ε = 3900 as a large fraction of the multi-spin terms
relaxes quite fast during the transfer after dissolution, which is
typical for quadrupolar nuclei.) Only CP-based DNP can suffi-
ciently boost the intensity to observe these longer lived states.
The entire experiment described here can be summarized as
follows: (i) Multi-spin terms are populated during CP at cryo-
genic temperatures, (ii) these terms project and cross-relax
onto the STIs, (iii) the STIs are preserved upon dissolution,
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(iv) the STI is measurable indirectly via the asymmetry of 13C
spectrum of the CD2 group.

In conclusion, we have shown how one can “indirectly”
hyperpolarize deuterium nuclei coupled to a 13C nucleus via
CP from 1H to 13C using weak rf amplitudes. Furthermore, it
has been shown that some constituents of the density opera-
tor of a CD2 system can have lifetimes that, although shorter
than T1(Cz) = 23 s for the case at hand, are much longer than
T1(Dz) = 0.7 s of the Zeeman polarization of individual deu-
terium nuclei in the same system. These observations expand
the scope of DNP by adding another nucleus to the list of possi-
ble observables. Thus, deuterium-based NMR with improved
sensitivity on longer time scales becomes possible.

EXPERIMENTAL

DNP experiments were performed on a Bruker prototype
operating at 6.7 T and 1.2 K. The 13C hyperpolarization was
obtained via cross polarization from 1H to 13C.2 TEMPOL
(4-hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl) was used as
a polarizing agent.

The optimal amplitude of the spin-locking rf field was
found to be γB1

C/(2π) = 50 kHz for a duration of the
Hartmann-Hahn contact of τSL = 5 ms. The 13C build-up curve
for direct polarization and for CP is shown in Fig. 6.

A continuous µW field with a power of 34 mW at 188 GHz
at the position of the sample, modulated with a saw-tooth func-
tion over a range of 100 MHz with a modulation frequency
of 2 kHz, was used to saturate part of the EPR spectrum of
the free radicals. The microwave was switched off 1 s before
every CP step to allow the unpaired electrons to relax back to
equilibrium.

Dissolution and transfer to the detection NMR spectrom-
eter were performed with 5 ml D2O at 10.5 bars heated to
180 ◦C, which was sprayed onto the frozen sample. The
transfer of the dissolved hyperpolarized liquid to the NMR
spectrometer took 10 s. The proton polarization that could
be reached with our setup at 1.2 K was determined to
be P(1H) = 81% by comparison with a thermally equili-
brated signal. The carbon polarization was determined to be
P(13C) = 49% after CP. However, due to a superposition of
antiphase terms, positive and negative lines may partly cancel.

Sample preparation

A 50 mM solution of TEMPOL in a mixture of 60%
ethanol-d6, 30% glycerol-d8, and 10% H2O was shock-frozen
in liquid nitrogen. The resulting glass was then transferred to
the DNP polarizer. After dissolution with 5 ml D2O, the final
ethanol-d6 concentration was 1.04 mM.

Detection

The signals were detected on a Bruker 400 MHz spectrom-
eter using a 10 mm BBO broadband probe at room temperature.
Pulses with 10◦ angles were used at intervals of 1 s, with an
acquisition time of 0.3 s. The spectra were processed with
NMRPipe37 using zero-filling but without apodization prior
to analysis to avoid distorting the line shapes.
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APPENDIX A: OPERATOR NOTATION
AND NORMALIZATION

We define the 18-dimensional operators as the following
outer products:

3−1/2/2Dz ≡ 3−1/2/2EC ⊗ D
z
⊗ ED′ ,

3−1/2/2D′z ≡ 3−1/2/2EC ⊗ ED ⊗ D′
z
, (A1)

2−1/2/3Cz ≡ 2−1/2/3C
z
⊗ ED ⊗ ED′ ,

where the doubly underlined operators represent the three (in
the case of D) or two (in the case of C) dimensional matrix
representations of the single spin operators. E denotes identity
operators. Product operators in Liouville space involve simple
matrix products,

3−1/2CzDz = 3−1/2(Cz · Dz). (A2)

The norm ||A|| of an operator A is defined as the square root of
the scalar product (A|A) = Tr{A†.A}: | |A| |2 = (A|A).

APPENDIX B: RELAXATION RATES

The lifetimes of the QSTI
IP and QSTI

AP operators are
almost the same (except if the 13C nucleus has a large CSA
relaxation rate at high field) and depend strongly on the
anisotropy of the rotational diffusion of the molecule. For two
axially symmetric Q-tensors, the quadrupolar relaxation rate of
the QSTI

IP and QSTI
AP terms is quite small but does not vanish,

R
(
QSTI

IP
)
= R

(
QSTI

AP
)
=

3τ⊥τ‖
4τ‖ + τ⊥

ω2
Q, (B1)

whereωQ denotes the quadrupolar coupling constant in units of
angular frequency. This rate decreases if τ‖ > τ⊥. Longitudinal
Dz Zeeman order decays with a rate

R (Dz) =


3
8

τ3
‖(

τ‖ + τ⊥/4
) (
τ‖ + τ⊥

) + 3
4

τ2
‖
τ⊥(

τ‖ + τ⊥/4
) (
τ‖ + τ⊥

)
+

3
8

τ‖τ
2
⊥(

τ‖ + τ⊥/4
) (
τ‖ + τ⊥

) ] ω2
Q. (B2)
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The extension of the lifetime of the STI compared to the
lifetime of Zeeman Dz order is therefore

κ =
R (Dz)

R
(
QIP

STI

) . (B3)

If the rotational diffusion is very anisotropic with τ⊥� τ‖ , one
can expect κ > 60. For the case at hand of ethanol-d6, we can
simulate our observations with τ‖ ≈ 4τ⊥. The relaxation rate
was found to be evaluating the corresponding matrix elements
(QSTI

IP |ΓQ |QSTI
IP) and (3−1/2/2Dz |ΓQ | 3−1/2/2Dz). For any

operator X, the Liouville bracket is denoted (X|X). The relax-
ation rates underlying the matrix in Figure 3 were evaluated
taking into account the entire Liouville space.
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